
Bondi’s beachfront is about to get a whole lot busier — and it’s not because of that postcard-perfect beach. Taking over the old 
Swiss Grand Hotel site, there’s a huge new development erupting on the beachfront, dubbed Pacific Bondi Beach. We’ve been 
peering through the dusty construction and newly-installed windows to have a sticky beak into what’s happening with the space, 
and now we’ve got a little bit more of a clue as to what’s actually going into that prime piece of real estate.

Sporting a Bondi-meets-Miami art deco style, the complex will combine one of Australia’s most expensive apartments and 
residential lofts with a high-end boutique hotel, food outlets and retail stores. Already announced features of the complex include 
the QT Bondi, a highly anticipated new venture for the hotel group set to open in November 2015. Featuring lobby artworks by 
celebrated Australian artist Shaun Gladwell, QT Bondi will see 69 individually-styled luxury guest suites designed in collaboration 
with renowned hotel designer Nic Graham. It’ll be the only the only boutique, high-end hotel on Bondi Beach, and guests will have 
access to Pacific Bondi’s services and amenities.

But you won’t have to stay at the QT or live in a crazy expensive ‘Lighthouse Loft’ apartment to check out the Pacific Bondi Beach, 
with a dining and retail precinct planned for the openair atrium. Good Food is reporting new foodie tenants confirmed for the 
space: the north shore’s Scoop Wholefoods and Central Park Sydney’s Anita Gelato. There’s apparently a small bar operator set to 
join the party, with details yet to be revealed, and there’ll be restaurants and an espresso bar of some capacity. And a grab-and-go, 
deli-focused Woolworths has already been announced for the space (quite the coup), so this space looks set to cater for locals and 
hotel guests alike.

Retailers must be fighting tooth and nail to get a spot in the new complex, but Pacific Bondi Beach has only revealed one tenant so 
far. Back in September, we told you about Saturdays NYC opening their first Australian store in Bondi, and this will indeed be 
opened within the PBB space. Nice pull.

THERE'S A NEW DINING PRECINCT COMING TO BONDI

Pacific Bondi Beach won't just be expensive apartments — there's a QT, gelateria and small 
bar coming.

Pacific Bondi is due to be completed by 2015, 
with concrete opening dates TBC. Saturdays 
NYC will open in Bondi this October, while 
QT Bondi will open in November 2015. 

Via Good Food.
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